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1 FUNCTION 

OFFPIPE GrapherTM is a set of PC software used to read, filter, chart OFFPIPE output files 

and show maximum variable values. OFFPIPE was developed specifically for the modeling 

and structural analysis of nonlinear problems encountered in the installation and operation of 

offshore pipelines. OFFPIPE GrapherTM was developed to read and analyze OFFPIPE 

output files rapidly in pre-design stage of offshore pipeline installation. 

OFFPIPE GrapherTM has several functions as following: 

1. Read OFFPIPE output files. 

2. Filter specified OFFPIPE output file and generate a filtered output file which contains 

only analysis results. 

3. Chart specified OFFPIPE output file, show the data in several plots which can be saved 

as BMP files. 

4. Find out touchdown point, maximum moment, reaction, total stress/strain and 

stress/strain percent. 

It should be noted that only static, 2-D, and SI OFFPIPE output files are supported by 

OFFPIPE GrapherTM. 
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2 INSTALLATION 

To start to use OFFPIPE GrapherTM, please: 

For dongle edition user: 

1. Download software from official website. 

2. Replace the original “license.dll” file with the one received. 

3. Insert the attached dongle into one of USB ports of your PC. 

4. Double click “OFFPIPE Grapher.exe” icon in the folder to start the software. 

For soft lock edition user: 

1. Download software from official website to licensed PC. 

2. Replace the original “license.dll” file with the one received. 

3. Double click “OFFPIPE Grapher.exe” icon in the folder to start the software. 

OFFPIPE GrapherTM runs on PC with Windows OS. 
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3 HOW TO USE 

Brief procedure of using OFFPIPE GrapherTM is shown as following: 

Fig.3.1 shows the user interface of OFFPIPE GrapherTM. 

 

Fig. 3.1 OFFPIPE Grapher user interface 

 

Fig. 3.2 View filtered OFFPIPE output file 
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Functions of tool buttons are: 

1. “Open OFFPIPE Output File” button: Used to specify OFFPIPE input file to be read. When 

clicked, a filtered output file which contains only analysis results is generated in “Filtered 

OFFPIPE” folder, which has the same name as the source file except for a “Filtered-” prefix. 

2. “Save Picture” button: Used to save current plot. 

3. “Refresh” button: Used to refresh chat show and OFFPIPE output file information show 

when source input file changes. 

4. “View Chart” button: Used to view charts. 

5. “View Filtered File” button: Used to view filtered OFFPIPE output file which contains only 

analysis results, just like Fig 3.2 shows. 

6. “Help” button: Used to call help file. 

Other components are: 

1. “OFFPIPE Output File Information” groupbox: Used to show touchdown point, maximum 

moment, reaction, total stress/strain and stress/strain percent. 

2. “X Axis” and “Y Axis” comboboxes: Used to specify variables for X Axis and Y Axis. 

3. “Current File” Edit: Used to show current OFFPIPE output file path. 
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4 TECHNICAL SUPPORT & AUTHORIZATION 

For technical support and authorization of OFFPIPE GrapherTM, please visit: 

http://www.opimsoft.com 

or contact: 

support@opimsoft.com 

 

http://www.opimsoft.com/
mailto:support@opimsoft.com

